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1

Introduction

The objective of Work Package 4 “Dissemination and exploitation” is to disseminate project results and
developed materials in order to spread awareness about Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) education at
universities and knowledge about SDI within the pool of existing and potential stakeholders. For the
purpose of efficient communication, the task 4.1 “Development of Communication Plan” is defined. The
deliverable of work in this task group is the Communication Plan (CP) of the BESTSDI project.
The CP aims at ensuring BESTSDI project provides relevant, accurate and consistent information to the
project partners, project stakeholders and general public. The CP focuses on internal and external
communication. Internal communication is essential for project management and successful project
execution. External communication is oriented towards identified target groups (students, teachers, other
academic institutions, professional associations and professionals itself, governmental institutions
(NMCA’s and others), and other stakeholders) aiming to effectively disseminate information about the
project and project results. The CP aims also at ensuring proper communication channels (seminars,
articles, we page, social media, training actions, etc.).
The CP has relevance in all project activities, and is especially important for number of other task groups:
-

T2.4 Training of teachers,
T2.7 Running the courses for students,
T4.2 LLL courses execution,
T4.3 Dissemination material production,
T4.4 Dissemination of project results,
T4.5 Exploitation,
T5.2 Project coordination, administration and monitoring and
T.5.3 National stakeholder coordination.
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2

Communication objectives

2.1

BESTSDI project objectives

Communication objectives are result of project objectives. The project objectives, as defined in Project
description as follows:
The wider objectives of the BESTSDI project is to improve the quality of higher education in Geographical
Science and Technology field, SDI and geodesy, enhance its relevance for the labour market and society
and to improve the level of competences and skills in HEI's by developing new and innovative education
programmes within the field of SDI. These wider objectives are fully compliant with the priorities of the
Capacity Building projects within the Erasmus+ program.
The specific project objectives are to develop, test and adapt new curricula, courses, learning material and
tools within the field of SDI. In doing so, existing undergraduate and graduate geodesy and geoinformatics
curricula’s in the academic institutions in the WB region will be lifter to higher levels, recognising the of
spatial data for modern society and its development. By the incorporation of SDI concept and other
modern concepts based on spatial data and information, the students of the new courses will have the
ability to provide efficiently spatial data and services to SDI users. In parallel, the project also introduces
SDI and related concepts in undergraduate and graduate study programs on academic institutions which
profiles are well recognized as SDI users, raising awareness among the students and professionals about
the relevancy of SDI and advantages of well-organized spatial data.
The new curricula and courses address the current knowledge gap of European directives being identified
in section E, such as INSPIRE for SDI providers and Water Framework Directive and others for SDI users.
In this context, the specific objective of the project is to develop appropriate curricula, courses and their
content for both target groups (SDI providers and SDI users) of academic institutions. This includes the
development of:
-

SDI compulsory course for undergraduate study programs in geodesy,

-

SDI modules for graduate study programs in geodesy and geoinformatics, or geodesy and
computer science respectively,

-

SDI user course components (not necessary full courses) for undergraduate study programs of
partner faculties,

-

SDI elective courses for graduate study program of partner faculties (SDI users),

-

Development of sustainable training courses (life-long education) of broad scope of
professionals.

An additional project objective is to disseminate the project experiences and results in order to create
additional value and multiply the impact of the results. Therefore, dissemination will be made about best
practices in teaching on SDI, the content of the developed courses, experience in introduction of newly
developed courses and training courses for professionals to professional society. Theses dissemination
activities are made to targeted audience like professional bodies, public authorities etc.
A third objective is to establish the necessary foundation for the participation of partner universities in the
academic SDI arena.
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The introduction of modernized curricula will provide new kind of professionals equipped with broader
cognition, knowledge and skills about SDI and other modern spatial data related concepts. The new
students will be able to foster development at all levels of SDI's in their countries and therefore adopt EU
directives faster and more efficient. In practice, this should also result in growth of a SDI based spatial data
market.

2.2

Target audiences

Three main groups of stakeholders will be addressed by the BESTSDI project: academia, private
organizations and professionals and public administration (including National SDI bodies).
The first target group of stakeholders is the major one since development of project SDI curriculum is
focused on them (students and teachers).
The second target group, that includes both enterprises and professionals dealing with geoinformation
and SDI, has also great needs for additional education in field of SDI and therefore is of great importance
for BESTSDI project.
The third target group is responsible on the level of the countries for development of national SDI, and
implementation of SDI in practical applications like urban and physical planning, environment protection,
agriculture, transportation, etc. As such, they represent extremely interesting target group.
These target audiences need information about the project results and progress, as well as the European
Commission that needs to monitor on-going progress and achievement of results.
Considering the characteristics and needs of the target audiences, the Communication Plan, and later
Dissemination Plan will ensure that the appropriate and most effective methods of communication and
dissemination will be used. The target audience will be addressed first through awareness raising and
dissemination initiatives and tools, then through the curriculum content made available and, finally,
through results of implementation of curriculum at the partner universities.

2.3

Communication objectives

The key communication objectives for the project are:
- promote and gain support for the BESTSDI Project,
- encourage use of project dissemination material and results,
- give accurate and timely information about the project and
- ensure a consistent message.
Therefore, the CP will enable creation of awareness about relevance of Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) in
higher education and what is BESTSDI project trying to do. Further, CP should impart knowledge and
promote in general project and project partners.
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2.4

BESTSDI key messages

The BESTSDI key messages are:
-

BESTSDI project SDI curriculum will provide modern knowledge and skills to students which will,
becoming professionals foster business and economy of their countries.

-

BESTSDI LLL courses will support existing professionals to cope better with new development
based on SDI and foster business and economy of their countries.

-

BESTSDI aims to foster development of National SDI in partner countries bringing new incentives
and cooperation in the SDI arena.
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3

BESTSDI visual identity

The BESTSDI visual identity has been fully implemented in project activities in the reporting period. Project
logo, presentation and different document templates have been used everywhere it was appropriate, as
demonstrated on following examples:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Example presentation at BESTSDI workshops (figure 1)
Example of BESTSDI project presentation at other conferences (figure 2)
Example of a deliverable document (figure 3)
BESTSDI national reports (figure 4)
Example of a Project office letter (figure 5)
Examples of other use (figure 6)

Figure 1: Example presentation at BESTSDI workshops

Figure 2: Example of BESTSDI project presentation at other conferences
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Figure 3: Example of a deliverable document: D1.1: Detailed analysis of current status at the partner
universities (left) and Part of D5.1: Kick-off meeting decisions (right)

Figure 4: BESTSDI national reports

Figure 5: Example of a Project office letter
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Figure 6: Examples of other use

3.1

Internal communication

The communication flow within the project is based on the following principles:
- Open communication at every level
- Standardised documentation and reporting
- Acceptance of rules by all participants
- Workable tools
The exchange of information among the partners take place broadly at project meetings, via virtual
meetings (teleconferences) upon request or by e-mail involving those relevant partners.
For regular communication is prepared e-mailing list and working platform.
At the Project kick-off meeting it was agreed that all working files and deliverables under definition must
be shared on a dedicated Moodle platform (available at: http://science.geof.unizg.hr/moodle/), while final
versions of deliverables will be made available on the Partner Area of the project web site.
Conflict threats are detected in working environment and business culture differences. Good
communication and transparent management are principal measures to avoid possible conflict. Project
Coordinator responsibility is to avoid and solve the conflicts. Nevertheless, if project manager is not in
position to solve, or is involved in the conflict, project mediator will be appointed.
The internal communication procedures are following:
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-

Correspondence by e-mail is done following the BESTSDI mailing list. Information about BESTSDI
project partners and collaborators is available in the BESTSDI_partners.xls file
(http://science.geof.unizg.hr/moodle/mod/resource/view.php?id=155).

-

Additional mailing lists are created for dissemination and exploitation purposes according to the
project needs in the different phases of the project.

-

BESTSDI partners regularly inform the project Contact person regularly about changes of team
members or e-mail addresses, in order to keep the mailing list updated and maintain the
information flow.

-

BESTSDI partners are also asked to keep the project Coordinator informed about the
advancements of project activities and the decisions taken with other partners (e.g. by making
him/her reading in copy messages exchanged with other partners of WP leaders).

-

Skype virtual meetings were organised according to the needs. Also for Skype meetings, a
detailed agenda with points to be covered will be circulated in advance among the invited
partners.

Web collaboration tool Adobe Connect is provided for hosting on-line meetings, web conferencing, virtual
classrooms and webinars. Access to the BESTSDI virtual room is: https://connect.srce.hr/bestsdi/.
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4
4.1

Communication infrastructure
The project web site

The project website: www.BESTSDI.eu is designed for awareness and dissemination purposes. It
represents an important persistent and continuing resource for the interested parties (stakeholders,
simple users, developers) in the European Community and abroad.

Figure 7: Official web site of BESTSDI project on www.bestsdi.eu
The site is continuously being modified and updated to provide project overviews and highlights, up-todate information on on-going project results, and the initial dissemination material such as the project
leaflet.
It is worth noting that the project's web site, being our main communication channel, describes the goals
of the project in a simple jargon free language. The administrative structure of the project (deliverables,
work packages, etc.) will not be the first impression of the project itself.
As can be seen in figure 8, until September 2018, official project webpage (www.bestsdi.eu) the website
had more than 8500 visitors. From the BESTSDI project partner, visitors are mainly from Croatia (48,54%),
Serbia (28,46%), Bosnia and Herzegovina (18,55%) and Montenegro (11,03)
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Figure 8: Website Traffic, Statistics and Analytics www.bestsdi.eu
Complete Website Traffic, Statistics and Analytics www.bestsdi.eu is available in Annex I of this report.

4.2

The project Moodle platform

Moodle (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment) is free open source software designed
for e-learning. Such systems are known as Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) or Learning Management
System (LMS). Moodle is a popular in academic society and its most common function is to transfer content
to as many users possible. The project consortium uses Moodle as a work platform. The project Moodle
is available at: http://science.geof.unizg.hr/moodle/ where all information (news, documents, templates,
etc.) will be stored and available to all partners.

Figure 9: Official Working platform at: http://science.geof.unizg.hr/moodle/

The work platform user account is assigned to all collaborators on the BESTSDI project. Thus, 159 user
accounts were assigned (until September 2018). Users are 17,340 times access the work platform and
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made 630 changes (updates). Access to the project working platform according BESTSDI Work package is
shown in the figure 10.
However, activity in working platform could be even better. So far, as many as 58 people had never
approached Moodle, and 26 collaborators are not access more than 1 year.

Figure 10: Access to the project working platform according WP

4.3

Events

During the project life time, minimum of 12 events – workshops will be organized by project partners.
Those events have great communication potential and should be used by the project and project partners
to communicate project key messages and results. To achieve full communicational and promotional
effect of those events organizers of events regularly:
-

prepare press release before and after event,
publish press release on own faculty web-site,
communicate with the university rectorate and send them press releases for publication,
send press release to Project office for publication by all partners,
invite press for opening session of the event – workshop and
decorate event location visibly with BESTSDI and event posters.
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Figure 11: BESTSDI press conference during BESTSDI workshop in Skopje, Nikšić,
Mostar and Banja Luka

4.4

BESTSDI Press releases

Great communication potential BESTSDI workshop be used by the project and project partners to
communicate project key messages and results.
A good method to formally advertise the BESTSDI project is through the publication of official press
releases that coincide with major achievements and/or events. The press releases outline what BESTSDI
is, what it will do, who it is intended to, the innovation it will bring and its benefits. Project partners are
expected to dedicate some resources and publish one or more press releases during the project lifetime.
Press releases will be written in English or, to maximize impact of press releases, partner’s own language.
Partners regularly invite journalists from important TV, radio or news houses in their countries when some
event or project relevant occasion occurs, like opening of SDI computer room for example).
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Figure 12: newspaper articles related to the project activities

4.5

Social Networks

Project activities BESTSDI Project can be followed on social networks:
-

Twitter: https://twitter.com/hashtag/bestsdi
ResearchGate: https://www.researchgate.net/project/BESTSDI-Western-Balkans-AcademicEducation-Evolution-and-Professionals-Sustainable-Training-for-Spatial-Data-Infrastructures
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/bestsdi/
Instagram; https://www.instagram.com/bestsdiproject/
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13544580/

However, the activity on Facebook, ResearchGate and Instagram is significantly higher and will be
described below.
ResearchGate is an online social networking service built by scientists, for scientists. Within ResearchGate,
was established group: BESTSDI-Western-Balkans-Academic-Education-Evolution-and-ProfessionalsSustainable-Training-for-Spatial-Data-Infrastructures, which involve all collaborators on the project so that
in this way make their publications and papers available to a wider range of scientists.
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Figure 13: BESTSDI group on ResearchGate and statistic (24.11.2018)

Facebook is a commercial internet social network. Today, this site has more than 800 million active users.
The BESTSDI consortium use Facebook to announce and promote events, to post information of interest
or project news and exchange photos with project partners. BESTSDI project Facebook page is available
at: https://www.facebook.com/bestsdi/. Editors BESTSDI Facebook page Vesna Poslončec-Petrić
(University of Zagreb, Faculty of Geodesy).

Figure 14: Facebook page BESTSDI project at: https://www.facebook.com/bestsdi
Regarding Facebook page Traffic, Statistics, and Analytics until 4.9.2018., total FB @bestsdi page followers
are 254 and total FB@bestsdi page Likes are 252.
According to the report shown in Figure 15, we can say that there is much greater activity on social
networks among beneficiaries coming from partner than programme countries. (Of course, here is the
exception of Croatia. The project leader is Croatia and the motivation for engagement on social networks
is higher.)
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If we look at the activity of the user according to their age, the active activity of the user is between 25-34
years (younger collaborators on the project). Significantly less active population aged 18-24 years
(students). Given that this population is very active on social networks, this is a place where you can work
in the future.

Figure 15: Aggregated demographic data about the people who like your FB @bestsdi page based on the
age and gender information they provide in their user profiles

Facebook page Traffic, Statistics, and Analytics (4.9.2018.) is available in Annex II of this report.
Instagram is a mobile, desktop, and Internet-based photo-sharing application and service that allows users
to share pictures and videos either publicly or privately. The Consortium will use Instagram for sharing
photos and videos. BESTSDI Instagram page is available at: https://www.instagram.com/bestsdiproject/.
All collaborators on the project can share pictures and videos on the project's Instagram page, but editors
of BESTSDI Instagram page is Jelena Kilić (University of Split, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Architecture and
Geodesy) and Vesna Poslončec-Petrić (University of Zagreb, Faculty of Geodesy).
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Figure 16: BESTSDI site on Instagram (https://www.instagram.com/bestsdiproject/)

4.6

The project internal e-newsletter

BESTSDI-Info (figure 17) is internal monthly e-newsletter. It includes information relevance to all of project
collaborators. The main goal of launching BESTSDI-Info newsletter is that all Project participants can follow
general progress of the BESTSDI project and act or react in line with his / her tasks in the Project. BESTSDIInfo is delivered to approximately 200 e-mail addresses. Including all members of the BESTSDI project
team, all the Erasmus Offices in Region 1 (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Montenegro and
Serbia) and partners National Erasmus Agencies (Belgium, Croatia, Germany and Macedonia).

Figure 17: BESTSDI info No.1 – No.4.
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The newsletter publisher is BESTSDI Project office. Editor in chief is Željko Bačić, Project Coordinator and
technical editor is Vesna Poslončec-Petrić. All contributions need to be sent to Project Office at:
info@bestsdi.eu.

4.7

The project external e-newsletter

BESTSDI Newsletter (figure 18) is quarterly external e-newsletter. BESTSDI Newsletter includes
information of relevance to wider professional public of all target groups (students, teachers, other
academic institutions, professional associations and professionals itself, governmental institutions
(NMCA’s and others), and other stakeholders). It is planned to publish 10 issues of BESTSDI Newsletter. In
addition to regular contributions on the activities of the project, the plan is, in every issue, to present 2
partners and 1-2 individuals, and bring all news related to the wider context of SDI (news, events,
announcements, published books, lectures, etc.)
So far three issues have been published. BESTSDI Newsletter No.1 was prepared by Editorial Board
(Leonidha Peri, Agricultural University of Tirana; Vesna Poslončec-Petrić, Faculty of Geodesy, University of
Zagreb and Freskida Abazaj, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Polytechnic University of Tirana) and published
by BESTSDI Project office. BESTSDI Newsletter No.2-3 was prepared by Editorial Board (Slavko Vasiljević,
University of Banja Luka, Faculty of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Banja Luka).

Figure 18: BESTSDI newsletters No.1 and No. 2-3 (front page)
Delay in publishing newsletters is substantial. To catch the delay, an action plan was prepared and
double numbers. Contribution for BESTSDI Newsletter should be sent to Slavko Vasiljević, Editor-in-chief
(slavko.vasiljevic@aggf.unibl.org) and to Project office (info@bestsdi.eu).
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5

Dissemination material

To introduce BESTSDI and promote its objectives and activities, with the contribution of all partners was
prepare several promotional items:
-

BESTSDI poster (figure 18)
BESTSDI flyers (figure 19) and
BESTSDI banner

Figure 19:

Figure 20:

All materials are available at: http://science.geof.unizg.hr/moodle/course/view.php?id=26
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Annex I: Website Traffic, Statistics and Analytics www.bestsdi.eu
Annex I: Website Traffic, Statistics and Analytics www.bestsdi.eu

Website Traffic, Statistics and Analytics
Total Visits: ≈8500

Last 3 Monts: ≈1000

Visit over last 3 monts
Monthly Visits
Avg. Visit Duration

< 500

May 18:

95

300

0:00:24

Jun 18:

220

200

Pages / Visits
Bounce Rate

1,75

Jul 18:

100

90

0
May 18:

38,82%

Jun 18:

Jul 18:

Top Regerring Website: unizg.hr
Traffic Share
Top Referring Categorie: Education

Desktop
Mobile

Traffic share

95,00%
5,00%

Top Search Terms:
best sdi
bestsdi
sdi LEARNING AGREEMENTS

Desktop

fpmoz moodle
european strategic framework
Top 5 Countries (Desktop only)
Display Advertising: 0 ADS
Croatia

48,54%

Serbia

28,46%

htto://bestsdi.eu/

Bosnia and Herzegovina

18,55%

bestsdi.eu

Montenegro

11,03%

bestsdi - split summer school

Tunisia

Top Anchors

1,69%

western balkans academic ed…
Search Traffic:

Search traffic

Refering Domains
unizg.hr

Organic

fpmzos.ba

Paid

100%
0%

tempus.arc.rs
uns.ac.rs
gf.uns.ac.rs

Organic

Paid

Mobile

Facebook page Traffic, Statistics, and Analytics (4.9.2018.)

Total page followers as of 04.09.2018

Total Page Likes as of 04.09.2018

Like sources

The number of people who had any posts from your Page enter their screen.

Reactions, comments, shares and more

Reactions

The number of people who had any content from or about your Page enter their screen

Total page views

Top sources

Total actions on Page

Aggregated demographic data about the people who like your Page based on the age and gender information they
provide in their user profiles

